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In the world of probability, good exposition is a tradition that is not only keeping the field 
alive, but making the results of recent research available to scientists in the manifold 
disciplines that depend on probability for their livelihood. How we wish we could say the 
same of topology (say)! (When will topologists wake up to the harsh realities of the eighties?) 
In the much-awaited second volume of Karlin and Taylor, the student can find a clear and 
thorough introduction to all current areas of interest. The treatment of stochastic differential 
equations-a difftcuit subject to break into, but the center stage of today’s probabilistic 
mathematics-is particularly lucid and thorough, perhaps the best introduction now available. 
Gardiner, on the other hand, has taken the bold and unusual step of breaking barriers 
between different approaches. In his book the quantum and the classical appear side-by-side, 
and phase-plane analysis is not disdained in explaining stochastic phenomena that after all do 
resemble dynamical systems. This book will do a lot to bring mathematicians closer to 
physicists, chemists, and engineers. 
Fortet’s treatise remains an old standby, sustained by the strong backbone of a conservative 
approach to probability, to which we all turn when all else fails. 
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Araujo and Gine, in an amazing display of technical virtuosity, have convinced us that 
Banach-space-valued random variables, far from being the abstractions of mathematical 
desperados, are actually close, indeed indispensable, in the everyday practice of the 
statistician. 
Carmeli has written the first readable account of random matrices, a theory initiated by 
Wigner which has remained so far largely the physicist’s preserve. It is time for 
mathematicians to pitch in. 
Neuts also breaks new ground, with a highly original approach that links the computation 
of probabilities to the problematique of queueing theory. 
Tong provides the first comprehensive account of a scattered subject, where the tendency to 
dwell on the niceties of one dimension has tended to obscure the far more relevant case of 
multivariate inequalities. Much is to be found here and only here. 
Jorgensen introduces us to an unsuspected subject: the inverse Gaussian distribution, 
another invention of the amazing Jack Good, whose time has finally come. 
Hazod surveys the semigroup approach to distributions with a thoroughness and 
comprehension that will remain definitive for years to come. Van Ham treats a closely related 
topic, from the elegant but seldom used point of view of functional equations, and van der 
Hoeven, in a style drawn from the best computer science, approaches a subject to which 
probability sooner or later will have to take heed. 
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